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The number of people living in areas of conflict is the highest it has ever been. An
estimated one in seven of the world’s population now live in fragile or conflict-affected
countries. The work of building peace has never been more urgent.
Conflict is tearing across communities
around the world. Millions of lives are
disrupted or destroyed every day, while the
outside solutions imposed on conflictaffected countries continuously fail to
address the root of the problem. Sustainable
and effective solutions are desperately
needed, now more than ever.
At Peace Direct, we know that peace will
never be sustainable if imposed from the
outside. That’s why we work with local
communities, applying their local knowledge,
to build lasting peace from ground-up.

Partnering with People’s Postcode Lottery in
2018 was transformational for Peace Direct.
With Players’ support, in 2018 we were able to
expand our reach to war-torn communities
across the world, helping to reintegrate child
soldiers in the Democratic Republic of Congo
(DRC), reducing incentives to join armed groups
through livelihood building in Northern Nigeria,
and developing mechanisms to settle disputes
non-violently in Syria, Sudan and the DRC.
All of this work was made possible by the
generosity of Players. This report highlights
what you helped us achieve in 2018.

Players' Impact in 2018
INPUTS

Peace Direct received

£250,000

PROGRAMMES

INVESTMENT

from Players in 2018

88%

12%

spent directly on
PPL supported
projects

spent in UK on
increasing media
outreach

30%

24%

22%

12%

Spent on developing
accessible justice
systems to resolve
disputes nonviolently in DRC
and Sudan.
(page 5)

Spent on reducing
armed recruitment
among youth in
Nigeria through skills
training and
peacebuilding
activities.
(page 4)

Spent on responding
quickly to violence
and keeping
communities safe in
Eastern DRC and
Syria.
(page 6)

Spent on demobilizing,
resettling and reschooling former
child soldiers in
DRC.
(page 3)

IMPACT

With Players' support, in 2018...
4,877 people participated
In 6 projects
Across 4 countries
That made a difference to 51,794 lives.
We're working towards a world where building peace is
always a more attractive option than pursuing violence.
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Reintegrating former child
soldiers in DRC
In 2018, we continued work with our local partner Centre Résolution Conflits (CRC), who work in the
North Kivu region of the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), an area highly affected by violence,
where children are highly vulnerable to armed recruitment. Thanks to the generosity of players in
2018, CRC was able to identify, demobilize and resettle 50 former child soldiers.

In 2018, players of the People’s Postcode
Lottery enabled our partner CRC to give former
soldiers psychological and material support to
reintegrate into their communities. They
provided counselling, training and ‘reintegration
kits’ to start up their own small businesses.
45 former child soldiers out of the initial
50 who received training have
since started their own
business or have found a job since the end of
the project. They are now able to contribute to
their family’s income and are economically selfsufficient in the community.

CRC have set up a network of local civil society
organisations working in the field of child
protection, ‘the Civil Society Networks for child
protection (RECOPE).’ The network brings
together 66 influential figures in the communities
and local leaders, and provides training on children’s
rights and the importance of proper
reintegration for creating safer communities.
The support from Players in 2018 enabled CRC to
organise ten community sessions, raising
awareness of the issue of child soldiers among 2,207
community members. The sessions covered topics
including the demobilisation process, reintegration
and the risks associated with joining armed groups.

Josephine's story
"The situation was becoming more difficult and life was hard.
Each family was thinking they would have to find refuge
elsewhere. This is why my friends and I thought our best option
was to join the Mai Mai armed group. I was 14 when I joined the
group.
Life was difficult in the camp, we did not wash, the food was not
good, and sleeping conditions were bad. Then one day my father
came to the camp to ask the commander to release me. I was
released by our commander for the price of a goat and a can of
alcohol.
I went to live in Butembo, and it was here that I heard about CRC and the work they were doing to
identify children who have been involved with the Mai Mai. I went to CRC to enrol in one of their
programmes, and the organisers greeted me with joy. I had so many reintegration programmes to
choose from!
I chose the small business because before I joined the Mai Mai I had been selling donuts at our home
in Kipese. Through CRC’s programme I was provided with small items to trade and sell including soap,
salt, oil, biscuit and other items. My friend Kavuho and I decided to join forces as we had more and
more items to sell. Today, we rent a kiosk for $ 15 a month and also hired a saleswoman to join our
team. Both of us are studying and are proud of our activities."
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Creating sustainable livelihoods and
reducing armed recruitment in Nigeria
In the last year, Nigeria has experienced ongoing
conflict and instability, with Boko Haram
continuing to recruit and carry out violent attacks
in the North, and increased tensions between
political and ethnic groups as the upcoming
elections approach.

In the regions of Kano and Jos in Northern Nigeria,
our local partner, the Peace Initiative Network
(PIN), address the root causes of conflict and give
young people alternatives to joining armed groups
by providing skills training and peacebuilding
activities to communities affected by violence.

These problems are compounded by a high
unemployment rate, making many, particularly
young people targets for armed recruitment.

190 young people participated in
peacebuilding through sports activities.

160 young members of Peace
Clubs (aged 10-18)
255 people received
vocational training

Maryam's Story
"I am a widow with two children to feed, who learnt how to sew 10
years ago, but was unable to practice the trade because I do not have
sewing machine. Since most of the women like me in the community
are jobless, there is always one form of conflict or the other caused by
joblessness.
After graduating from the training, PIN provided me with one sewing
machine, one weaving Machine, and other sewing kits. I was able to
upgrade my tailoring skills, now I can sew modern dresses. The
project has greatly assisted me in earning income on a daily basis
which I am using to pay for my children education in school. Also
because of the skills gained I am now able to help other members of
my community by providing tailoring services at a reduce cost.
My hope for the future is to grow my business in order to earn more
money. I also want to be able to help other people in my community
through offering free tailoring training."
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Thanks to Players'
support, in 2018
PIN were able to
reach and transform
the lives of 930
young people, who
as a result will be
able to build
peaceful and
productive futures.

Responding quickly to violence and
keeping communities safe in Eastern
DRC & Sudan
Early Warning, Early Response & the Beni Peace Forum
The Beni Peace Forum is a network of 25 local organisations based in Beni, one of the most conflictaffected areas of Eastern DRC. With support from Players, the Forum established its first early
warning early response system in January 2018. It also organised workshops for 30 representatives
from 5 locations around Beni who were trained in specific skills to identify and report on incidents of
violence and human rights violations. The workshop participants then went on to establish
their own local protection committee spread across the region, forming an early response system to
quickly respond to incidents and attacks in the region and prevent violence from spreading.

Support from Players enabled the local
protection committees to report 439 incidents to
the Forum in 2018.
Support from Players enabled the local protection committees to report 439 incidents to the Forum in
2018, responding quickly to reports of armed theft, ambush, attacks on villages or sexual violence. In
addition, the Forum put together and shared 51 weekly reports to local authorities, local organisations,
international organisations and actors such as the UN on incidents of violence.

"Peace Committees" rapidly responding to violence in Sudan
In the Southern region of South and West Kordofan,
Sudan, local tensions between herders and farmers
can often escalate and feed into a wider conflict –
one which has claimed over two million lives over the
last fifty years. In this region, our local partner
Collaborative for Peace in Sudan (CfPS) have set up a
network of Peace Committees to respond quickly
when local level disputes arise and help to resolve
them. The committees have built resilient,
empowered local communities able to identify
tensions as they build and to respond quickly
through peaceful means.
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Establishing accessible justice systems to
resolve disputes non-violently in DRC &
Syria
Local "Peace Courts" in DRC
The Ruzizi plain in the province of South Kivu,
Eastern DRC, is a volatile area where divisions
between ethnic groups have created a cycle of
armed conflict and poverty and eroded the
cohesion of communities.

Building on the success of the
local Peace Courts, FOCHI created
a ‘Super Peace Court’ in 2018, thanks to
support from Players.

In this region, thanks to the Players of People’s
Postcode Lottery, in 2018 we supported local
partner Fondation Chirezi (FOCHI) to expand their
network of ‘Peace Courts’, spaces for communities
to access free justice in an area where this is
virtually non-existent, or too expensive.
The Courts resolve local tensions over issues such
as land disputes.

The Super Court brings together influential
representatives from across civil society, the
police, local government and the justice
sector, meaning they are representative of, and
trusted by the local community. Eleven
mediators were trained to settle disputes
in the Super Court in 2018, gaining skills in
conflict analysis, mediation and advocacy.

The Courts have provided communities
across South Kivu with an accessible and
trusted structure for fair, free and nonviolent conflict management. This has led
to a reduction in violence, rebuilt broken
ties within and between communities, and
strengthened resilience.

It is estimated that, given the scope of the
issues dealt with and the geographic reach, in
2018 the Peace Courts improved the lives of
21,000 people in South Kivu.

"Peace Committees" preventing violence in Syria
In Syria, with the help of Players we support our
partner Zoom In, who in 2018 have established
"Peace Committees" in an extremely complicated
environment.
Within the Idlib governate, an area currently
controlled by rebel forces and targeted by foreign
interventions, Zoom In work to rebuild the social
fabric as well as relations within and between
communities. The Peace Committees provide a safe
and fair platform where issues can be peacefully
resolved at an early stage before potentially
escalating to violent conflict.
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> 3 Peace Committees created, each
comprising of 3 influential leaders.
> Each Committee created its own
WhatsApp group for organising
interventions quickly and sharing lessons.
> All Committee members trained by
Zoom In on advocacy, conflict resolution
and negotion skills.

Media
outreach
to raise the
With
thanks
from
profiles of Peace Direct and
our local partners

With thanks from
CEO, Dylan
Mathews

12% of funding from People's Postcode Lottery in 2018 was used to hire an
external media consultant for raising Peace Direct and our partners' profiles.
Our partnership with Diga Communications has enabled us to develop briefs
and processes in order to produce reports more likely to gain media coverage.
This has put us in a stronger position to be the go-to organisation for reactive
moments. Meanwhile our partners have also benefited from media coverage
in their countries, helping to raise their profiles and the voices of local
peacebuilders on the ground.
Some highlights of this year's media outreach were:
> Media coverage of our Idlib Lives report: An article in The Guardian giving
the human stories; An article in The Guardian and The Observer focusing on
the plight of women in Idlib.
> Promotion of our Mali Report resulted in our CEO, Dylan Mathews, being
interviewed by Radio France Internationale.
> Coordinator of our local partner in Nigeria, Peace Initiative Network (PIN),
interviewed about the Shia clashes in Nigeria for Deutsche Welle.

"I’d like to take the
opportunity to thank
the Players’ of the
People’s Postcode
Lottery for believing
with us in the power
of non-violence and
local action – with
your continued
dedication, we are
building safer
communities and
peaceful futures
across the world."

t: 020 3422 5549
e: claire.may@peacedirect.org
UK registered charity no. 1123241
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